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Abstract 
 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of capital structure on 
the financial performance of non-financial firms in Egypt. A panel economet-
ric technique namely fixed effects model is employed based on the result of 
the hausman test to estimate the impact of capital structure indicators which 
are long-term debt LDR and short-term debt SDR on firm performance 
proxies such as returns on asset (ROA), returns on equity (ROE) and Tobin-
Q. The main control variables used in the current study are firm size, firm 
age, assets tangibility and growth of sales. All tests in this study are applied on 
data obtained from annual financial reports of the 50 most active companies in 
the Egyptian stock market during the period 2003 to 2015. 

The statistical results show that there is a significant negative effect of long-
term debt LDR and short-term debt SDR on the ROA. On the contrary, 
there is a positive significant effect of short-term debt SDR on the Q ratio, 
while the effect of long-term debt LDR on the Q ratio is insignificant.  
However, there is an insignificant effect of long-term debt LDR and short-
term debt SDR on the ROE.  

Keywords: capital structure, financial performance, fixed effects. 
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 ممخص البحث
الغار  مان ادا  الماللل لمكاركلل  مات م تمان  وااا  لشال  الكارك   األوتؤثر هيكل رأس المالل و 

هااااا االادرااااا  التيشلاااي  ااال لتااالثلر هيكااال رأس المااالل  مااات األادا  الماااللل لمكاااركلل  لااار الملليااا   ااال 
وهاال امااواث ا ثاالر الثل تاا   A panel econometric techniqueمصاار  لااتم اااات ادام تشاياا  
ا إلاات اتل اا  ا تلاالر ن لتشااادلر تاالثلر مؤكاارال هيكاال رأس الماالل التاال هاال الااادلو  hausman ااااتالاد 

  مات أادا  الكاركلل مثال الدلعااد  مات األصاول SDR والاادلون صصالرا األ ال LDR طويما  األ ال
(ROA) والدلعاد  مت يشوق الممكي ، (ROE) و Tobin-Q   والمتغلرال التيكم الرعيااي  الماات ادم

 ل الادراا  اليللي  هل ي م الكرك ، و مر الكرك ، وصل مي  األصول الو واد الملادى لالصول، وامو 
لم يداالل  تاام تط لااي  مياار ا  تلاالرال  اال هاااا الادراااا   ماات ال يلااالل ماان التشاالرير المللياا  الااااوي  ا

إلااات  3552كااارك  األكثااار اكااالطل   ااال ااااوق األوراق الملليااا  المصاااري   اااالل ال تااارا مااان  05ألكثااار 
3500. 

ادلون الشصالرا األ ال وت لن الاتلعج اإليصلعي  أن هالك أثرا   ام يل  ك لرا  لمادلون الطويم  األ ل والا
 مت الدلعاد  مات األصاول   و مات الدكاس مان الاك، هاالك أثار إل ال ل ك لار لماادلون الشصالرا األ ال 

  ومار الاك، هاالك   Q ratio ،  ل يلن   تلثلر لمادلن الطويل األ ل  مت اال  الا Q ratio مت 
  .شوق الممكي والادلون الشصلرا األ ل  مت ي LDR تلثلر لكال من الادلون طويم  األ ل

 .هيكل رأس الملل، األادا  المللل، ا ثلر الثل ت  الكممات المفتاحية:
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1- Introduction 
 

Ever since the publication of the study of Modigliani and Miller (1958), 
the theory of capital structure and its association with firm performance and 
value remained a vital issue in corporate finance literature (Dawar, 2014). 
Capital structure is the mean for a company to finance its assets through the 
assortment of equity and or debt (Chechet and Olayiwola, 2014). Moreover, 
the capital structure and the ability of firms to fulfill the needs of various 
stakeholders are strongly related. (Madubuko, 2016). 

The corporate finance studies have triggered the attention of several re-
searchers to investigate the influence of capital structure mixture on perfor-
mance. The main challenge facing companies is determining the components 
of capital and their impact on performance, whereas, the critical issue facing 
the firm is that the value of the firm and its survival are strongly related to the 
performance of the business. Capital structure is closely related to the financial 
performance (Zeitun and Tian, 2007). Moreover, the capital structure deci-
sions is subject to management discretion, for this reason the capital structure 
employed may not serve the goal of the firm value maximization but for the 
manager’s interest protection (Dimitris, and Psillaki, 2010).   

In both developed and developing countries, the issue of financial con-
straints has been an ongoing argument influencing corporate performance of 
the firms especially in developing countries such as Egypt (Ebaid, 2009). In 
developed markets, there are numerous studies investigated the effect of capi-
tal structure on financial performance such as USA and Europe, but a few 
studies were applied in emerging markets such as Egypt about such implica-
tions.   

Egypt is a unique case for two reasons as argued by Eldomiaty (2007), alt-
hough Egypt has gone through economic system transition into capitalism 
and open market, still the managerial decision making is constrained by gov-
ernment supporting the high level of financial leverage, especially, those firms 
gone through the privatization policy adopted by Egyptian government by 
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the mid-1990s. Additionally, the capital market in developing country is less 
efficient and suffers from information asymmetry compared to those in devel-
oped countries. This may lead to adversely affect financing decisions to be ir-
regular. Thus, it is crucial to investigate the corporate leverage impact on a 
firm’s performance in Egypt these unique economic settings to provide in-
sight into this relationship (Ebaid, 2009). Consequently, it is imperative to 
reflect that there is no single theory that can fully interpret the effect of capital 
structure on firm performance. Specifically, within different contexts the ef-
fect of capital structure on firm value could considerably vary, thus the tradi-
tional capital structure theories applied in developed countries could become 
questionable under different conditions. 

The interplay of debt and equity and firm performance has been the sub-
ject of numerous studies. The primary objective of this paper is to provide 
additional evidence regarding the impact of the two key measures of capital 
structure such as long and short-term debt ratio influence the performance of 
Egyptian firms. Moreover, this study provides additional evidence for exam-
ining the reliability of financial theories in clarifying the effect of capital struc-
ture on firm performance in a transition and developing country like Egypt. 
Based on data availability, three performance measures such as return on assets 
and return on equity (accounting-based) and market-to-book ratio (market-
based) were used as dependent variables in this study. 

2- Overview of research context: Egypt 
 

Egypt has one of the oldest stock markets, which dates back insofar as 
1881. In the late 1950s, during the nationalization process the market de-
clined dramatically. In the 1991, Egypt followed a well-tailored economic 
reform program, which dramatically changed Egypt economic environment 
following objectives set by the International Monetary Fund (Omran and 
Pointon, 2009). 

Early 2004, major structural reforms were applied, such as a comprehen-
sive renovation of the tax system, trade liberalization and privatization of 
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some State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) and banks. The Egyptian financial 
market is controlled by the banking sector which in return underwent main 
reforms to protect Egypt from severe drawbacks of the global financial crisis of 
2008-2009 (Herrera and Youssef, 2013).   

However, during the period 2008 to 2011, Egypt endured significant 
shocks, both global and country-specific.  In 2008, Egypt was shocked by the 
global crisis, which resulted in a slowdown, stagnation in employment 
growth, and high inflation due to rising food prices. In 2010, the GDP grew 
above 5%. Nevertheless, as the country recovered from that shock the 2011 
revolution threw the Egyptian economy into a plunge. The Egyptian econo-
my has undergone a prolonged transition to a new political regime, forced the 
economy into a pause and compounded uncertainty. Several researchers ar-
gued that the capital structure are affected by different jurisdictional factors 
such as and laws and regulations of the country; in that sense it is crucial to 
consider each developing country by its own characteristics rather than gener-
alizing to all countries (Alves and Miguel, 2007).  

3- Literature Review and the Hypothesis 
 

3-1 Theories of Capital Structure 
 

One of the most prevalent issue in the era of corporate finance is profita-
bility. Another, critical decision facing any enterprise is the successful selec-
tion of capital structure which directly affects the firm’s profitability (Kajanan-
than, 2012). For business survival, profitability must be re-invested into the 
business (Velnampy, 2005). On the other hand, too much attention paid to 
profitability may lead the firm into a pitfall. It will cause firms to dilute its li-
quidity position (Ross et al, 2008; Bodie et al 2009). 

In general, the capital structure of the firm illuminated by several dominant 
theories, which illustrated the relevance of capital structure: Modigiliani-
Miller Theory, Trade off Theory, Pecking order Theory and Agency Costs 
Theory.  
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According to Modigliani and Miller (MM) (1958), the basis for modern 
thinking on capital structure, the theory was initially proven under many crit-
ical assumptions such as no taxes, a certain market price process, bankruptcy 
costs, asymmetric information, and under an efficient market, the value of a 
firm is not a matter of the firm’s capital sources financed through issuing stock 
and or selling debt, this theory is as well known for “the capital structure ir-
relevance principle” (Booth et al, 2001). 

The second theory is the trade-off theory which refers to the multiple cor-
porate combination of the two components of capital structure equity and 
debt. Mainly, the cost of finance distress and agency cost concepts are dealt 
with under this theory (Nirajini and Priya, 2013).  

The different benefits and costs associated with debt financing could be il-
lustrated by the optimal capital structure; debt benefits include tax shields 
(saving), reduced agency costs due to the threat of take-over, and the urge to 
pay interest payment through generated cash flow (Akintoye, 2009). The high 
leverage result in both mitigating the shareholders and managers conflict of 
interest, and an enhanced firm’s performance. 

Conversely, debt financing could increase the firm’s liquidity risk as a result 
of both commitment for payment of periodic interest and the principal bor-
rowed.  Nevertheless, previous researches proposed that bankruptcy costs are 
smaller in comparison to tax saving associated with debt (Ebaid, 2009). 

The third theory of capital structure is the pecking order theory developed 
by Myers (1984), Myers and Majluf (1984). This theory does not consider an 
optimal capital structure as a starting point; rather internal financing is pre-
ferred over external financing; however, the market may underestimate a 
firm’s new issue of shares value relative to the value assessed by managers due 
to information irregularity between both investors and managers about the 
potential firm’s investment opportunities (Le and Phan, 2017). 
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In addition to the above, the fourth theory of capital structure is Agency 
Costs theory. The theory discusses that managers will maximize their own 
wealth, Jensen & Meckling, (1976). One of the determinants of the top man-
ager’s compensation is a stable cash flow. Therefore, a manager maybe in-
clined to achieve a stable cash flow through the control of systematic risk over 
time rather than an increased cash flow with greater variability. Furthermore, 
the stabilization of cash flows grants the assurance to maintain the managers in 
their positions; which still encourage the manager to pursue control of the 
systematic risk of the enterprise (Ahmed and Wang, 2013). 

As the theories are mixed and contradicting, the firm’s financing decisions 
affected by several factors, therefore, depending on one theory will not pro-
vide a complete analysis of that decision (Myers, 2001; Eldomiaty, 2007). 
Furthermore, all these theories have several critical assumptions, whereas the 
real society is multifaceted and diversified (Ardalan, 2017).  

In corporate finance and accounting literature, the capital structure and its 
impact on the firm’s performance has been a puzzling issue, yet very crucial 
for several reasons (Kinsman and Newman, 1999). Among these reasons: first, 
the average debt level of the firm has increased significantly over the previous 
periods, the investigation of the impact of debt level on firm’s performance is 
required to reach an appropriate debt level decision. Second, as of the conflict 
of interest between managers and investors, the relative emphasis of any ef-
fects of debt on firm’s performance must be identified. Third and most vital 
reason is to investigate the relationship between debt level and shareholder’s 
wealth, since the main goal of firm’s managers is to maximize the market val-
ue of the shareholder’s wealth. 

3-2 Capital Structure 
 

The capital structure refers to the specific mix of debt and equity the firm 
uses in financing their operations. In corporate finance, the most important 
concern is to determine about the mixture of capital structure to finance their 
investments and operations that will maximize the value of the firm. This is 
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the capital structure problem. Capital structure is considered as one of the 
main factors that has an impact on firm performance (Woldemariam, 2016). 

3-3 Financial Performance 
 

Financial performance is the firm’s level of profitability as measured by dif-
ferent financial ratios. Using one factor would not reflect every side of a firm 
performance hence, using several factors allow for a better evaluation of the 
financial performance of firms (Elvin and Abdul Hamid, 2016). The useful 
financial performance ratios in the literature include return on asset (ROA); 
return on equity (ROE) (Zouari and Taktak, 2014), Tobin’s Q was used as a 
market performance measure in many studies (Ahmed and Wang, 2013; Bha-
yani and Ajmera, 2018; Sadeghian et al., 2012; Lin and Chang, 2011).  

3-4 Capital Structure and Firm Performance 
 

The literature on the relationship between capital structure and firm per-
formance is enormous and mainly conducted in the developed countries. The 
empirical researches illustrated opposing and inconsistent results (Berger and 
Bonaccorsi di Patti, 2006; Chathoth and Olsen, 2007; Margaritis and Psillaki, 
2010; Phillips and Sipahioglu, 2004; Singh and Faircloth, 2005). On the other 
hand, there are few studies conducted in the developing countries to investi-
gate the relationship between capital structure and performance (Abor, 2007; 
Ebid, 2009; Kyerboah-Coleman, 2007; Lin and Chang, 2011).  

Recently, in the developing and transition countries the capital structure 
and the firm performance has become a research topic. The previous studies 
have examined the relationship between capital structure mix as an independ-
ent variable and specific corporate characteristics as dependent variables 
(Shaker and Hassan, 2015). 

In 2014, Empirical study applied in Indian firms to investigate the influ-
ence of the capital structure on the accounting performance (ROA and 
ROE), showed that a negative impact between the above mentioned variables 
(Dawar, 2014).   
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A study was conducted in Pakistan to investigate the impact of capital 
structure on performance during 2004-2009. The results showed that an in-
verse relationship between the debt ratios and return on assets (ROA). In ad-
dition, the researchers found a negative relationship between both variables 
total debt ratio, long-term debt ratio and Tobin’s Q. Furthermore, there is a 
positive insignificant relationship between Short-term and Tobin’s Q (Ahmed 
and Wang, 2013). 

In addition to the above, another study in Tehran context using both ac-
counting (ROA, ROE) and market measures (Tobin’s Q) examined the im-
pact of previous mentioned measures on capital structure, the researchers 
found an indirect relationship between capital structure and firm’s financial 
performance (Sadeghian et al., 2012). 

In Nigeria, other researchers study the effect of capital structure on firm’s 
financial performance measured by ROA and ROE using sample of 30 firms.  
The results found a negative impact on firm’s profitability (Onaolapo and Ka-
jola, 2010). 

Additionally, a study conducted in Ghana and South Africa studying a 
sample of small and medium-sized enterprises showed that long-term and 
short-term debt are negatively related with both variables return on assets 
(ROA) and Tobin’s Q (Abor, 2007).  

Moreover, studying the impact of accounting and market measures of per-
formance on capital structure in 167 Jordanian companies over fifteen-year 
period (1989 – 2003), the results indicated that there is an inverse relationship 
between capital structure and firm performance (Zeitun and Tian, 2007). 

Conversely, a research applied using accounting measures of financial per-
formance on a sample of Egyptian listed firms during the period (1997-2005). 
The research results showed that there is insignificant relationship between 
capital structure and return on equity. There is also insignificant relationship 
with gross profit margin (Ebaid, 2009).  
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Another study was conducted to examine the effect of capital structure de-
cision on the performance of firms listed on the Karachi Stock Exchange (the 
engineering sector) for the duration of 2003-2009 in Pakistan. The results 
demonstrate that capital structure measured by short-term debt and total debt 
has insignificant relationship with firm performance measured by the return 
on equity. Nevertheless, the results showed a significant inverse relationship 
with the firm performance. In the study, firm performance was measured by 
Return on Assets, Gross Profit Margin and Tobin’s Q (Khan, 2012). 

Conversely, some studies showed a positive relationship between capital 
structure and performance. In the Ghanian firms during the period 1998-
2002, the research reported a positive relation between capital structure and 
performance (Abor, 2005).  

In Iranian listed firms (from 2001 to 2007) indicated that there is a positive 
relationship between short-term and total debts with profitability (ROE) (Ar-
biyan and Safari, 2009). In addition, other studies confirm a positive relation-
ship was between capital structure and firm performance (Eldomiaty and 
Azim, 2008; Hadlock and James, 2002). 

Moreover, in Palestine stock exchange during the period 2006-2010, 28 
companies were selected to investigate the effect of capital structure on firm 
performance. The result showed a positive relation between previous men-
tioned variables (Aburub, 2012). 

In addition, another study examined 272 firms listed on New York Stock 
Exchange during (2005-2007). The results revealed a positive relationship 
between debt to total assets in the short-run, long-term debt to total assets, 
and total debt to total assets and profitability in the manufacturing industry 
(Gill, et al., 2011). 

 Furthermore, a study applied in Malaysia for the period from 1997 to 
2008 on publicly listed government-linked companies and non-government-
linked companies. The results revealed a negative relationship between debt 
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ratio and profitability for both government-linked and nongovernment-
linked companies (Ting and Lean, 2011).  

The following hypotheses are formulated: 
H1:- There is a significant relationship between long-term debt and financial 
performance variables (ROE, ROA and Tobin’s Q).  
H2:- There is a significant relationship between short-term debt and financial 
performance variables (ROE, ROA and Tobin’s Q).  

4- Research methodology 
 

4-1 Sample and data 
 

This research studies the effect of capital structure on the financial perfor-
mance in Egypt amongst the top 50 most active traded companies listed in the 
Egyptian Stock Exchange (ESE) during the period of 2003-2015. The data 
have been collected from the annual reports and the market data of the top 50 
companies over a period of thirteen years (2003 to 2015). 

4-2 Variables measurement 
 

The main objective of this study is to empirically present an evidence of 
the effect of capital structure on financial performance. In order to achieve 
this; the model proposes an estimation that uses different measures of perfor-
mance as dependent variables and capital structure as the independent variable 
this study applies different control variables. 

In this study, the dependent variable is the firm performance, which in-
clude, accounting based ratios such as return on assets ( ), return on equity 
( ) and Tobin’s q ( ) applied to measures the Market-to-book val-
ue (Abor, 2005; Ebaid, 2009; Sadeghian et al., 2012; Abor, 2007; Zeitun and 
Tian, 2007). Moreover, the independent variable is capital Structure. Two 
ratios were applied short-term debt (  and long-term debt ( ) to eval-
uate financial leverage (Abor, 2005; Abor, 2007).  
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In addition to the above-mentioned variables, this study included some 
control variables such as firm size ( ), firm age ( , asset tangibility 
( ), and growth ( ). The firm size is measured by the log of the 
firm’s total assets (Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Frank and Goyal, 2009; Ebaid, 
2009) Several research found that size and firm leverage are positively related 
(Deesomsak et al., 2004; Rajan and Zingales,1995). On the other hand, other 
studies found that that size and firm leverage are negatively related (Chen, 
2004; Ooi, 1999).   

Moreover, Firm age is measured by the logarithm of the number of years 
between the firm observation year and firm establishment year. The previous 
studies showed that as a result of the experience-based economies, the older 
firms avoid the liabilities rather than the newness. Another research indicated 
that the firm age is positively related to long-term debt, but negatively related 
to short-term debt (Hall et al, 2004). Conversely, other studies exhibited a 
negative relationship to both short term and long-term debt and the firm age 
(Esperanca et al, 2003).  

Assets tangibility calculated by the ratio of net fixed assets to total assets. 
The asset tangibility of a firm plays an important role in determining the firm’s 
capital structure. Previous studies revealed that tangibility have contradictory 
effects on profitability. Some studies indicated that there is a positive relation-
ship between asset tangibility and leverage (long term debt) for the firms (Es-
peranca et al, 2003).  On the other hand, other studies showed that there is a 
negative relationship between assets tangibility and profitability (Zeitun and 
Tian, 2007; Weill, 2008, Nunes et al., 2009). 

Growth of sales, measured as rate of change in sales between the observa-
tion year and the preceding years, some studies found that there is a positive 
relationship between sales growth and firm financial performance (Margaritis 
and Psillaki, 2010; Nunes et al., 2009; King and Santor, 2008; Zeitun and 
Tian, 2007; Brush et al., 2000; Gleason et al., 2000).  
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Marsh (1982) explained that firms with high growth would capture rela-
tively higher debt ratios. Higher growth firms require more external financing 
and higher leverage. These firms will have a smaller proportion of debt in 
their capital structure. On the other hand, with small firms, there should be 
concentrated ownership (Heshmati, 2002). 

This paper uses panel data since the data includes 50 firms over the sample 
period 2003-2015. There are two approaches used to analyze panel data, 
which are fixed effects model and random effects model. The Hausman test is 
performed to determine whether to use fixed or random effects. The results of 
the Hausman test assesses whether the random effects are uncorrelated with 
the explanatory variables, and strongly rejected. The outcome of this test sug-
gest that the fixed effects model is more appropriate. 

After going through the literature review, financial performance of firm’s 
indicators, ROE, ROA, and Q ratio are being termed as dependent variables 
and capital Structure as the independent variable for the research model.  
Moreover, this study applied different control variables, which are, firm size, 
firm age, asset tangibility, growth of sales.  The Relationship among leverage 
and performance was investigated by the following regression model. 

 

         (1) 

         (2) 

         (3) 
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Table 1  Variables used in this study. 
 

 

Variable                                                    Definition 
 

Dependent variables 
Return on assets (ROA)                   Ratio of net profit to total assets    
Return on equity (ROE)                  Ratio of net profit to total equity 
Market-to-book value (Tobin’s q)    the market value of equity plus the market value of debt  
                                             divided by the replacement cost of all assets. 
Independent variables 
Long-term debt (LDR)                   Ratio of long-term debt to total assets 
Short-term debt (SDR)                   Ratio of short-term debt to total assets 
Control variables 
Firm size (Size)                                Natural logarithm of total assets  
Firm age (Age)                                Number of years since inception to the date of observation  
Asset tangibility (ATNG)                Ratio of net fixed assets to total assets 
Growth of sales (Grow)                    
 

5- Results and Findings 
 

This section outlines the empirical part and displays the results obtained 
from the analysis conducted using the research variables as mentioned in the 
literature review. 

Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the variables used in the analysis, 
including the means, maximum, minimum and standard deviations. It was 
found that LDR ranges from 0 to 2.107109 with a mean value of 0.1369155. 
Similarly, SDR mean value is 0.3592723 on average, which means that the 
proportion of total assets financed with long and short-term debt is 13.7 and 
35.9 percent, respectively. Furthermore, the greater dependence of Egyptian 
firms on short-term debt is consisted with the results of research applied in 
developing countries demonstrating that firms have substantially lower 
amounts of long-term debt (Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic, 1999). Ac-
cordingly, this could significantly affect the Egyptian firm’s performance rely-
ing on short-term financing to a higher liquidity and refinancing risks. 
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In addition to the above, Size, Age, ATNG and Grow control variables 
mean values are 5.946355, .3661918, .3661918 and 1.590514 respectively. 
Furthermore, regarding the firm performance proxies presented by ROA, 
ROE and Tobin Q in Table 2, the average values of Q Ratio a proxy for 
market performance is 1.729324 ranges from .2346083 to 17.73243. The 
mean returns on assets and equity for the whole sample are 6.3% and 13.9% 
respectively. The ROA of the firms listed in the Egyptian stock exchange 
varies from -.5689297 to .4042084 and the ROE varies from -1.034063 to 
1.237697, which demonstrates a great spread in their value. Consequently, 
these wide ranges indicate that during this period, a significant gap exist in the 
firm performance among Egyptian firms. 

Table 2: Descriptive Analysis 
 

 Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 
LDR .1369155 .2118581 0 2.107109 
SDR .3592723 .2469617 .0060314 2.307861 
Size 5.946355 .7478703 3.988068 7.977504 
Age 1.445026 .3264355 .60206 2.206826 

ATNG .3661918 .3158491 .0007554 3.246601 
GROW 1.590514 21.65185 -1 472.5 

ROE .1392184 .2073185 -1.034063 1.237697 
ROA .0632724 .1092341 -.5689297 .4042084 

Q ratio 1.729324 1.430725 .2346083 17.73243 
 

5-1 Testing the Effect of the Research Variables on ROA, RE, 

and Q Ratio  
 

Generally, pooled OLS, FE and RE estimation techniques are applied to 
estimate panel data. In this sub section, to conclude which model is appropri-
ate, an F-test for the FE model, the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier (LM) 
test for RE and the Hausman test for both fixed and random effects models 
were conducted. As shown in table 3, the appropriate models for this study 
are selected based the results of the previously mentioned tests.  
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 Moreover, to ensure the validity of the inferences obtained from the tests 
employed in this study, tests for group-wise heteroskedasticity, using the 
Wald test, and for autocorrelation, using the Wooldridge test, were per-
formed. The results of these tests prove the existence of heteroskedasticity and 
autocorrelation problems. Thus, all the t-tests reported in this study are calcu-
lated using Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation Consistent (HAC) stand-
ard errors. 

 

 

Table 3 Tests and models used in this study 
 

 

F-test Breusch-
Pagan  Test 

Hausman 
test 

The model 
is chosen 

Results 

Ho is not 
rejected   Pool OLS 

ROE F test = 6.59 
(0.000) 
ROA F test = 
14.81 (0.000) 
Q Ratio F test = 
12.14 (0.000) 

Ho is re-
jected   

Fixed effect 
model 

 
Ho is not reject-

ed 
 

 Pool OLS 
ROE chi bar2 = 
244.32 (0.000) 
ROA chi bar2 = 
741.96 (0.000) 
Q Ratio chi bar2 
= 243.81 (0.000) 

 Ho is rejected  
Random effect 

model 

  
Ho is not 
rejected 

 

Random effect 
model 

ROE  chi2 = 
63.39 
(0.000) 
ROA chi2 = 
40.51 
(0.000) 
Q Ratio chi2 = 
10.95 
(0.089) 

  Ho is reject-
ed 

Fixed effect 
model 
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5-2 Testing the Effect on ROE 
 

Table 4 shows the results of the fixed effects model that test the relation-
ship between the ROE and capital structure ratio. LDR, SDR, Size, Age, 
ATNG, Grow on ROE. It illustrates that there is a significant positive effect 
of Grow on the ROE at the 1% level, as the regression coefficient is.0006302. 
Also, there is an insignificant effect of LDR, SDR, Size, Age and ATNG on 
ROE. Therefore, both hypotheses that short-term and long-term debts have 
a significant relation with firm performance (ROE) are rejected. 

The insignificant relationship between Long term, Short- term and firm 
performance (ROE) had been supported by previous studies which showed 
an insignificant effect of capital structure on ROE (Abdul Ghafoor, 2012; 
Ebaid, 2009). Moreover, another study showed an insignificant relationship of 
SDR with ROE in the emerging market economies (Bokpin, 2009). On the 
other hand, other studies found that there is a significant negative relationship 
(Dawar, 2014; Sadeghian et al., 2012; Ting and Lean, 2011; Onaolapo and 
Kajola, 2010; Zeitun and Tian, 2007). Moreover, there is a positive relation-
ship between total debts with profitability (ROE) (Aburub, 2012; Gill, et al., 
2011; Arbiyan and Safari, 2009; Abor, 2005; Eldomiaty and Azim, 2008; 
Hadlock and James, 2002). 

5-3 Testing the Effect on ROA 
 

Table 4 also presents the results of the fixed effects model that tests the re-
lationship between the ROA and the capital structure ratio. Unlike the ROE, 
there is a strongly significant negative relationship between the ROA and 
long- and short-term debt ratios at the 1% level. Therefore, both LDR and 
SDR have a negative impact on the ROA which implies that long-term and 
short- term debt financing decrease the firm’s performance. This inverse rela-
tionship is clarified by the higher cost of debt and strong covenants associated 
with the use of debt (Ebaid, 2009; Bokpin and Arko 2010; Ahmed and Wang, 
2013). This may be due to the undervaluing of bankruptcy costs of liquidation 
or reorganization which lead firms to borrow more than the appropriate level; 
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consequently, result in an inverse relationship between debt ratio and firm 
performance (ROA) (Milton and Raviv, 1991). Additionally, large cash flow 
resulting from debt could induce managers to pursue discretionary behavior, 
hence negatively impact the firm’s performance (ROA) ((Le and Phan, 2017). 
As a result, both hypotheses that short-term and long-term debts have a sig-
nificant relation with firm performance (ROA) are accepted. 

Conversely, similar to the ROE, there is a significant positive relationship 
between the ROA and the Growth. Overall, the results of the ROA show 
that there is a significant relation between capital structure and firms’ financial 
performance. Moreover, the R squared is 0.1287, which means that 12.8% of 
the variation in the ROA can be explained by the LDR, SDR and Grow. 
Therefore, the results of this study are consistent with previous studies 
(Dawar, 2014; Ahmed and Wang, 2013; Sadeghian et al., 2012; Ting and 
Lean, 2011; Onaolapo and Kajola, 2010; Abor, 2007; Zeitun and Tian, 
2007). On the other hand, other studies revealed that there is insignificant re-
lationship between Long term, short term and firm performance (ROA) had 
been supported by the previous studies (Ebaid, 2009; Bhayani and Ajmera, 
2018). Moreover, additional researches showed that there is a positive rela-
tionship between capital structure with profitability (ROA) (Aburub, 2012; 
Gill, et al., 2011; Abor, 2005; Eldomiaty and Azim, 2008; Hadlock and 
James, 2002).  

5-4 Testing the Whole Model for the Effect on Q Ratio 
 

Table 4 illustrates the results of the fixed effects model that tests the rela-
tionship between the Q Ratio and the capital structure ratio. There is a 
strongly significant positive relationship between the Q Ratio and short-term 
debt ratio and Grow at the 5% level and 1% respectively. Interestingly, the 
positive significant relationship between SDR and Q Ratio shows that the 
higher the SDR in the capital structure the higher Tobin’s Q ratio. While, 
there is a significant negative effect of Size on Q Ratio. Moreover, the R 
squared is 0.1002, which means that 10% of the variation in the Q Ratio can 
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be explained by the SDR, Size and Grow.  This result had been supported by 
the previous study (Lin and Chang, 2011). On the other hand, other studies 
found that there is a significant negative relationship (Sadeghian et al., 2012; 
Abor, 2007; Joshua, 2007). In addition, other studies showed that an insignifi-
cant relationship between Long term, short term and firm performance (Q 
Ratio) (Ahmed and Wang, 2013; Bhayani and Ajmera, 2018).  

Consequently, the first hypothesis that long-term debt has a significant re-
lation with firm performance (Q Ratio) is rejected. While the second hypoth-
esis, that the short-term debt has a significant relation with firm performance 
(Q Ratio) is accepted. 
 

Table 4: Regression Model Fitted for Research Variables Effect 

on ROA, ROE, and Q Ratio 
 

 

 

6- Conclusions 
 

One of the vital financial decisions facing the firms is the capital structure 
choice, since this decision will affect the value of the firm. The aim of this 
paper is to investigate the effect of capital structure on the financial perfor-
mance of Egyptian listed firms during the period 2003 to 2015. 
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The result of the research can be useful to Egyptian managers and users 
who are concerned about high quality financial reports and performance of 
capital structure, moreover the result may greatly influence the decision-
making process of businesses and government officials in setting policies for 
Egyptian companies. The finding can assist Egyptian managers to avoid a 
higher debt level proportion in their capital structure than appropriate levels. 

The capital structure has significant effects on firm performance as desig-
nated by empirical results. Before altering the debt levels, the corporate man-
agers should reflect the effect of leverage on firm performance. Moreover, the 
investors and the lenders should take into consideration the firm’s debt level 
before making decisions. The overleveraging may increase the power of lend-
ers, which in turn affects the firm’s performance negatively. Additionally, 
when setting the debt covenants, lenders should kindly consider their effect 
on the firm’s performance. 

The empirical results show that the capital structure impacts negatively the 
firm’s performance measured by ROA. On the other hand, capital structure 
(SDR and LDR) has no significant impact on firm’s performance measured by 
ROE. Moreover, the results illustrate a negative relationship between capital 
structure (SDR and LDR) and ROA, which indicate that higher level of lev-
erage lead to lower firm performance (ROA). Finally, the results demonstrate 
a significant positive relationship between capital structure (especially SDR) 
and the firm’s performance measured by Q Ratio.  

The insignificant relationship between all the capital structure variables in 
this research and ROE implies that shareholders who are concerned with 
ROE should be indifferent to any level of debt pursued by the firms as the 
level of debt in the firm’s capital structure does not affect the firm’ ROE. 

The resulted negative relationship between capital structure (SDR and 
LDR) and firm performance (ROA) may be due to Egypt being considered as 
a transitional and emerging market. In the 1991 Egypt well-tailored econom-
ic reform program was initiated, which dramatically changed Egypt’s eco-
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nomic environment following objectives set by the International Monetary 
Fund (Omran and Pointon, 2009). Beginning fiscal year 2004, major structur-
al reforms were applied, such as a comprehensive renovation of the tax sys-
tem, trade liberalization and privatization of some State-owned Enterprises 
(SOEs) and banks (Herrera and Youssef, 2013). The Egyptian financial market 
is controlled by the banking sector which in return underwent main reforms 
to protect Egypt from severe drawbacks of the global financial crisis of 2008-
2009. It was contended that state-owned financial institutions are not influ-
enced by wrong loan decisions made by their principals as privately owned 
companies are, because their owner, the government, hypothetically con-
stantly has deep pockets (Majumdar and Chhibber, 1999). Hence, due to the 
debt monitoring inefficiency managers may increase the use of debt to under-
take discretionary investments, which inversely impact firm performance (Le 
and Phan, 2017). 

As far as control variables, the study showed evidence that there is a signifi-
cant positive relationship between Grow and ROA, ROE and Q Ratio as 
measures of performance. This result indicates that Growth of sales is one of 
the major determining factors of firm’s performance in the three proxies. The 
positive relationship between Grow and Grow and ROA, ROE and Q Ratio 
indicates that firms with a high growth rate are able to create more value and 
profit from current investment opportunities.  

On the other hand, the results showed that firm size has negative relation-
ship with firm performance measured by Q Ratio, and no significant relation-
ship with firm performance measured by ROA and ROE. Moreover, this 
study shows an insignificant relationship between firm size, age and ATNG 
with ROA and ROE. Thus, this indicates that the internal firm characteristic 
factor of Egyptian listed companies does not influence the Egyptian firm’s 
performance. Consequently, in this case, the results indicate that the firm’s 
characteristics such as size, age and ATNG have no role in the investors 
choice.  
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7- Limitations and Future Research 
 

There are few limitations of this research.  Firstly, the study was applied on 
one emerging market; therefore, the results may not be generalized to all 
emerging markets, as each emerging market may be subject to different char-
acteristics, rule and regulations. Second major limitation of this research the 
size of the sample was conducted on the listed company in the stock ex-
change; a more consistent result may be calculated by using other companies 
rather than only listed companies. 

For further research could investigate the impact of both capital structure 
and ownership structure on firm’s performance, also other control variables 
could be included business risk, tax, liquidity and the annual inflation rate. 
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